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2 of 2 review helpful THE SELF S MULTI LAYERED IDENTITY By barryb ldquo SELFHOOD rdquo has a multi 
layered identity consisting of ldquo trait sign model rdquo motivational base of attestation rdquo ldquo disposition 
rdquo ldquo phronetic stance of loyalty rdquo ldquo universal narrative work space rdquo All of these layers are 
discussed in detail by Ricoeur and often with corresponding Greek concepts Paul Ricoeur has been hailed as one of the 
most important thinkers of the century Oneself as Another the clearest account of his philosophical ethics substantiates 
this position and lays the groundwork for a metaphysics of morals Focusing on the concept of personal identity 
Ricoeur develops a hermeneutics of the self that charts its epistemological path and ontological status From Publishers 
Weekly Probing to the heart of selfhood Ricoeur finds otherness In this eminent thinker s theory of personhood the 
self is a character narrator of its own history its autonomy intimately bound up with solicitude for one s neighbors and 
with j 
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